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Elektrobit (EB) provides AUTOSAR Ethernet solutions

EB tresos AutoCore helps suppliers to fulfill the
requirements of Ethernet tests for BMW

Elektrobit (EB) supports BMW suppliers in fulfilling the Ethernet communications requirements
with its basic software EB tresos AutoCore, which
is based on the latest AUTOSAR 4.2.1 and previous
releases. By using EB’s solution ECU (electronic
control unit) suppliers meet BMW’s latest standards for Ethernet communication, enabling them
to save time and effort already during project
acquisition and to pass the functional tests for
every project requiring Ethernet.
The importance of Ethernet solutions for in-car systems
is growing constantly. The more systems are included
in a vehicle network, the more complex the process of
communication between their ECUs becomes, and current bus systems for in-vehicle networks are reaching
their limits. Ethernet is a very promising technology to
overcome this capacity shortage, delivering transmission rates that are at least one hundred times faster
than CAN bus.
BMW now requires all ECU suppliers to pass a set of
Ethernet communication test standards defined in the
new Service Pack (SP 2018), which will be valid for all
car models starting production in 2018 or later. EB has
developed an Ethernet reference application according to this standard in close cooperation with BMW,

including integration of BMW AUTOSAR Core (BAC)
modules, application, Ethernet communication, mode
management, generic diagnostic functionality, bootloader, bootloader updater and boot manager. EB has a
detailed knowledge of the requirements defined in the
Service Pack and has implemented this knowledge into
its Ethernet stack of EB tresos AutoCore.
The EB tresos AutoCore ensures reliable Ethernet communication and a smooth interaction of EB and BMW
software solutions. EB’s software also provides the
interface to BMW’s Ethernet test suite ETS (Enhanced
Testability Service) that is needed for validating
Ethernet communication for SOME/IP and Service
Discovery. BMW’s ECU suppliers are required to include
this interface into their solutions to enable testing of
the Ethernet functions.
Apart from Ethernet solution and the necessary
AUTOSAR software to fulfil the requirements of ETS, EB
offers a wide variety of products and services for BMW
SP 2018 projects, including functional safety architectures, trainings, consulting and, of course, managing
the software integration.
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About EB Automotive
EB Automotive is recognized internationally as one of the most
important suppliers of embedded software solutions in the automotive industry. In addition to the development of products,
EB Automotive also specializes in services and consulting for the
automotive industry, supplying implementations of software
solutions for a broad range of AUTOSAR ECUs, functional safety,
infotainment, navigation, HMI and driver assistance systems.
EB continues to invest in feature integration and development
tools ensuring in-vehicle devices ship in volume earlier and arrive
quickly to market.
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